MANAGING

ARTHRITIS
YOU DON'T STOP MOVING BECAUSE YOU GET OLD.
YOU GET OLD BECAUSE YOU STOP MOVING.

MANAGING ARTHRITIS
If you have been diagnosed with arthritis or
experiencing symptoms, we understand how
frustrating and debilitating it can be. 24% of all
adults are dealing with some form of arthritis. It
is the most common cause of disability among
adults residing in the United States. Until age
50, women and men are affected equally, but
after age 50, women are affected more than men.
Arthritis is the most common condition we see
among our patients.
Arthritis interferes with work and activities of
daily living. It's feeling stiffness in joints,
especially in the morning while walking to the
bathroom—cracking, creaking, and pain. Arthritis
undermines the ability to pursue physical
activities, making weight loss, cardiovascular
health, diabetes control, and other health goals
more difficult.
While there are various kinds of arthritis, the two
most common are osteoarthritis and rheumatoid
arthritis. Osteoarthritis is noted on imaging by
cartilage, the hard, slippery tissue covering the
ends of bones where they form a joint showing
sign of breaking down. Weight-bearing joints
(knees and hips) are affected the most.
Rheumatoid arthritis is a disease where the
immune system attacks the joints, beginning
with the lining of joints.

The best way to prevent or slow the onset of
arthritis is to choose a healthy lifestyle, avoid
obesity, and participate in regular exercise.
Exercise is considered the most effective non-drug
treatment for reducing pain. Movement is
medicine, and as physical therapists, we are
movement doctors. Research is showing more and
more how working with a physical therapist can
make changes in the pain you experience since
once a joint shows arthritic changes, degeneration
will not reverse. The amazing thing about our
bodies is that exercise can improve the symptoms
even if it doesn’t change the imaging findings.
Exercise is crucial if you have arthritis, but it can
be tricky when hurting. Doctors of physical therapy
do not get degrees in cheerleading. Our expertise
is in helping people understand how their body
responds to activity. When you work with one of
our physical therapists, we focus on the following:
Range of motion/flexibility: Range of motion
exercises include gentle stretching and
movements that take joints through their full
span. These exercises help maintain and
improve the flexibility in your joints.
Aerobic/endurance: Aerobic exercises
strengthen your heart and make your lungs
more efficient. Aerobic exercises also help
control weight and improve sleep and mood.
Strengthening: Strengthening exercises help
maintain and improve your muscle strength.
Strong muscles support and protect joints.

When you see a physical therapist, we help develop
an individualized program utilizing range of
motion, aerobic and strengthening exercises. We
also use various treatment techniques that help
stretch and move joints in a way that assists in
creating more motion and function. We will teach
proper posture and body mechanics for daily
activities that relieve pain. And suggest
modifications to your environment.
To be proactive, try out these 3 common arthritis
exercises:
1. Forward/backward bending
2. Quad sets for knees extensions
3. Repeated retro step for hip extension

Forward/backward bending: Bending all the way
forwards and backwards helps a lot of symptoms
associated with low back arthritis. We like to say
“motion is lotion”. It helps the joint nutrition
through the synovial fluid.

Quad sets for knees extensions: When knees are
painful and arthritic they often lose a little bit of
extension. Often pulling your foot back and using
your quad to straighten out the knee repeatedly
improves knee extension range of motion and
decreases symptoms of knee arthritis. You can use
a towel under your ankle. The key is to have the
lower part of your leg off the bed or ground where
you are performing this.

Repeated retro step for
hip extension: Stand in
place in front of a wall
to keep from bending
forward and repeatedly
reach backwards with
your leg. The purpose is
to help with hip
extension which is
important for symptoms
associated with walking
with hip arthritis. If you
do this fast enough it
also is a cardio exercise
as a bonus!

Call today and schedule your arthritis appointment.
(520)-459-1386

